Broadcasting the Future

@KeniaMattis

ListenMi.com
ListenMi is an illustration and sound design studio that companies, communities and NGO’s trust to help them connect deeply with their audiences through non-traditional brand-driven storytelling.

We are not just about production. We get to know brands and help them find the right words, creating multimedia messages full of colour and purpose, heart and soul.
Binge on Demand

Watch Season 1 Now
A boyhood accident blinded him. But now he can "see" even better. And he doesn't like what's going on in Hell's Kitchen.
On the Go

67% people watch Netflix in public spaces, including bathrooms.
Social TV
Social TV

Everyone is a broadcaster, including Michael Dapaah.

- Instagram TV
- BBC 1 Fire in the Booth
- Memes
- Music Video (64M views, UK top 10)
Inappropriate

Twitter

WorstEmployeeEver
@WorstEmployeeEver

So tired today, just going to watch cat videos instead of doing work. #lol #sorryboss #notsorry

Social Media

KitchenAid
@KitchenAidUSA

I would like to personally apologize to President @BarackObama, his family and everyone on Twitter for the offensive tweet sent earlier.

Justine Sacco
@JustineSacco

Going to Africa. Hope I don't get AIDS. Just kidding. I'm white!

breezy_bumble_b

Finally did it yo girl got rid of her roommate!! After 1 1/2 month of spitting in her coconut oil, putting moldy clam dip in her lotions, rubbing used tampons oh her backpack, putting her toothbrush places where the sun doesn't shine, and so much more I can finally say goodbye Jamaican Barbie 🤣👍 практично

Caribbean Limited
Interactive
Interactive
Interactive
Virtual
Virtual
ZOE, SWEETIE. YOU CAN GET UP...

YOU'RE DOING GREAT WORK OUT THERE, FRANK. THE "SCARED LITTLE RABBIT" LINE - MASTERFUL!

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO EXPRESS ANYTHING BEHIND THIS MASK. I MIGHT AS WELL BE ACTING UNDER A FUCKING PAPER BAG.

But, have you seen WarGames? It's an old movie, but it's one of my favorites...

I also like Terminator.

I'm a new Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) and I'm learning how to make 'Scary Cabin' movies.
Shakayla

A Real Hero

You wished man Real Hulk.

She's killing big bully.

I decided.

Wrong.

She thought everyone had nothing to worry about. She didn't know that he's dead.

A girl superhero named Shakayla tried to defeat Real Hulk.

Shakayla has once again defeated a supervillain.

k-chimney

She came out and they started fighting and Shakayla used her powers and killed Real Hulk is sidekick.

Real Hulk's sidekick thought of a plan to disturb the whole city to make Shakayla come.

He found a good plan and make Shakayla settle but. So he blew a loud horn it around the whole city even Shakayla.
A girl superhero named Shakayla tried to defeat Red Hulk. She's dead!

She thought her sidekick was dead, but she was wrong.

Shakayla has once again defeated a supervillain. She thought that everyone had nothing to worry about now that he is dead, but she didn't know that sidekick was alive.

Red Hulk sidekick thought of a plan to disturb the whole city to make Shakayla come out.

He found a good plan to disturb the whole city to make Shakayla come out, so he blew a loud horn. It disturbed the whole city, even Shakayla.

Shakayla came out, and they started fighting and Shakayla used her powers and killed Red Hulk's sidekick.

by Shakayla
Diverse
A World where
We are the Heroes of
Our Own Stories
Broadcasting Today:
- Binge on Demand
- Mobile
- Social

Broadcasting the Future:
- Interactive
- Immersive
- Collaborative
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CARIBBEAN LIMITED

THANK YOU